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What do we learn about Lee and
Rochelle in the first chapter of
the short story? What kind of
relationship do they have with
one another? How does the
author describe this?

Elle ‘loves’ Lee but she is ‘in
love’ with Noah. How does the
author show us the differences
between these two emotions?
Are there any other kinds of
love that are described in the
early chapters?
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Lee tells Elle that ‘This is the
dream! This is the best time of
our lives!’ but on page 40, Elle
realises that things will change the
following year. In what way is The
Road Trip a metaphor for life?
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Do you think the author has shown
us any changes in Elle by the
conclusion of the story? What do
you think she would remember
about the road trip when looking
back on it? What were the high
points? Were there any low points?
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Print off your readalong cards, cut them
out and insert them into your books at
the relevant page numbers.
On the evening of the 5th March,
everyone will begin reading at 7.30pm.
In your first post, as you are about to
begin reading, please tag as many of your
friends and classmates as you like on
Instagram, and perhaps show us where
you’ve decided to settle down to read.
Please also tag @worldbookdaysocial.
You can also tag the publisher
@penguinrandomhouse, and the author
@authorbethreekles if you would like to
involve them in your discussion.
When you reach the first question, please
post a photo of it, tag your friends, and
start to chat. You can choose whether you
prefer to do this via your feed or stories.
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Repeat this every time you reach a
question card.
Use #WBDReadalong,
#KissingBoothReadalong throughout
the reading experience. Feel free to use
alongside other book-related hashtags
of your choice.
Be mindful of spoiling the ending
for others! Please avoid giving away
important parts of the plot.
The readalong can take any form you
like but we suggest an Instagram story
or video. If you are doing the readalong with a friend, feel free to create
a joint video. You could also create an
Instagram Highlight for all of your posts.
When you have finished the book, please
tag @worldbookdaysocial to let us know!

